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the recurring watery forms of luise Fong’s 
paintings can be related back to an early 
childhood experience of almost drowning, a 
memory she associates with a blissful 
suspension in time and space. 

this drifting sensation is something she would 
later explore in the liquid processes of painting.

Born in Malaysia in 1964, Fong moved to new 
Zealand as a child and was taught by sculptor 
Marte szirmay at Epsom girls’ grammar school 
before studying textile design in Wellington. she 
later enrolled at Elam school of Fine Arts where 
she majored in printmaking.

Fong’s work evokes the human body and 
organic forms, not through any strategy of 
depiction but by her exploration of the materiality 
of painting. Preferring to pour, spill and stain her 
surfaces, she creates drifting, diaphanous imagery 
through the traces of painterly marks that 
resemble the laboratory swabs of a pathologist. 
Further clues for forensic examination can also  
be found in fingerprints left on the sides of some 
works, or cuts and perforations made through her 
canvases, rupturing the surface of the skin. it is  
no coincidence that she was reading Patricia d. 
Cornwell detective novels at the time she was 
preparing her 1993 Pathology exhibition.

in 1994 she was joint winner of the prestigious 
BnZ Visa Art Award and that same year was  
artist-in-residence at Victorian College of the Arts 
in Melbourne. the following year she took part in 
a residency at the govett Brewster Art gallery, 
where she produced a suite of four major works 
including Cluster, purchased soon after for the 
University of Auckland Art Collection. it had been 
shown in the subsequent govett-Brewster 

exhibition, “More human”, along with 
decomposing eggs in plastic containers 
(Nostalgia), plasticene on board (Touch), and 
photograms of translucent or patterned domestic 
containers including a rice steamer and drinking 
glass (Render). 

Like the imagery of Cluster, the cloudy abstracts 
of the photograms resemble x-rays or specimen 
slides. Cluster is more familiar, constructed on 
canvas and comprising Luise Fong’s trademark 
dribbling smudges, which resemble both swirling 
constellations and spawning cells.

Cluster is included in the gus Fisher gallery’s 
exhibition “the swarm”, which runs until 16 August, 
and also features work from douglas Bagnall, 
gregory Bennett, Philip dadson, richard Killeen, 
Matt Molloy, Ani o’neill and Elizabeth thomson. 
the exhibition draws together work that has a viral 
quality, creating a tension between individual 
entities and their role as part of a larger organism 
or community.

Fong will be artist-in-residence at the McCahon 
house in titirangi this summer.

Andrew Clifford

Luise Fong (b.1964), Cluster, 1995, Acrylic on board and canvas, 1702 x 2800mm, The University of Auckland Art 
Collection.

The Emerging 
Principles of 
International 
Competition Law
this book, written by dr Chris noonan 
(Commercial law) and published in the Oxford 
International Economic law series, creates an 
integrated framework for understanding the 
many interconnected legal and policy issues that 
contribute to international competition law.

Covering all types of business conduct, national 
laws, and international rules and institutions, it 
provides economically sound and politically 
feasible recommendations for the future.

Many firms are now operating in complex legal 
environments, where several states may regulate 
the same activity against a background of 
international law. national economies have 
become more integrated and national competition 
laws have proliferated. Conflicts can arise where 
states perceive that their interests are adversely 

affected by the way other countries do or do not 
apply their competition law. this book clarifies the 
nature and origins of these conflicts, and explores 
ways of reducing them.

Chris noonan analyses the legal and policy 
issues associated with the control of restrictive 
business practices and competitive mergers in 
international markets. the book discusses 
international cartels, dumping, private market 
access barriers, and mergers between 
international firms subject to multi-agency review.

Co-ordination of competiton laws is also covered, 
along with cooperation between enforcement 
agencies, international judicial assistance, and the 
role of trade agreements and the World trade 
organisation in international competition law.

Contending that there is an evolving 
international competition law system, Chris 
noonan describes the elements of that system and 
how it is evolving.

this book is for scholars and advanced students 
in competition law and international economic law, 
for policy makers in international trade and 
competition, and for competition law practitioners.


